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Monthly Security Newsletter.

Welcome to June’s edition of our Monthly Security Newsletter.

Cyber-attacks are ever-increasing. Unfortunately, every organisation is a target,
particularly in our superyacht community, as detailed in this month's issue.

The team are looking forward to meeting up with members of our community at
the Porto Montenegro ACREW event. If you are attending, remember to register
at our workshop event – details below!

Unfortunately, no industry can avoid cyber-attacks,
and recently another member of our maritime
community revealed they had been targeted.

On this occasion, cybercriminals attempted invoice
fraud on a Yacht Management Company. They posed
as a supplier and set up several fake accounts and
documentation. Fortunately, an eagle-eyed
employee spotted an anomaly before any invoice
payments were paid.

This was a lucky escape; the cybercriminals had easily
breached the Yacht Management Company’s
protocols and systems and nearly led to a severe
financial loss. The safety and security of their
business and clients are paramount, and the
company reached out to CSS Platinum as
cybersecurity specialists.

Now they are working with CSS Platinum, and a
security audit has now been conducted; this one-day
audit provided a complete security analysis of
technologies and policies in place with triaged
recommendations of areas to address.

See how cybercriminals can pose as suppliers!
Our webinar walks through these scenarios –
click here to watch the youtube vid

Looking for a review of your systems, people
and policies? Contact us for a no-cost, no-
obligation consultative call

June edition: maritime community
targeted by cyber criminals again

Yacht Management
Company targeted by
cybercriminals

CSS Platinum are delighted to join our partner; ACREW at their Porto
Montenegro event this week.

The CSS Platinum team will be hosting a Captains Roundtable Workshop:
“Superyacht Crew and Cyber - How to ensure you are not to blame for a
cyber-attack,”

Learn more at www.acrew.com

CSS Platinum host ‘Captains
Roundtable’ in Porto Montenegro

https://youtu.be/tSNM0MQGn3w
mailto: support@cssplatinum.com
mailto: support@cssplatinum.com
https://youtu.be/tSNM0MQGn3w
https://www.acrew.com
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CSS Platinum were invited to become a professional member of the ISS
(International Superyacht Society) in 2020 and have seen the partnership go
from strength to strength.

An area of continued joint focus and commitment is the education of the
maritime and superyacht community to the clear and present threat that cyber-
attacks present.

As a member of the ISS, CSS Platinum have helped educate the superyacht
community to help make the industry more resilient to cyber criminality and
keep our maritime community safer.

We recognise the vital role that the ISS
plays in representing the Superyacht

industry and the work that they conduct in
supporting their members. This is an
organisation that we simply could not

afford to be involved with.

Nick Pomponio, COO - CSS Platinum

Partner Spotlight: CSS Platinum and the International
Superyacht Society

Bloomberg reported that U.S company
Colonial Pipeline paid a cybercriminal
gang almost $5 million in
cryptocurrency after a state of
emergency was declared across 17
states in the U.S. Colonial Pipeline paid
the ransom to get back decryption keys
to restore its systems.

Holding companies to ransom is exceptionally profitable for cybercriminals.
Organisations like Colonial Pipeline, who are dependent on systems to keep services
running, are prime targets.

To protect from Ransomware, secure offline backups must be held and thorough
testing of incident response procedures must be followed so that the impact of a
ransomware attack is minimal.

Are you protected against Ransomware? Our Quick-Start Assessment can run a
complete review of your network, technology and policies in place - contact
support@cssplatinum.com for more information.

Ransomware shuts down the largest
fuel pipeline in the U.S 51%

Of companies across the globe
have been hit with Ransomware

Of the companies hit were between
100-1000 employees

47%

53%
Of the companies hit were

1001 + employees
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